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During the period from January 26 to February 4, 1966, an 

electromagnetic survey was performed on a group of eleven claims 
loca 

ted in the aouthwest jortion of Thorburn Township.

The claims are recorded in the name of Mespi Mines Limited 

and are numbered as follows: P. 86037,33,39,40,41,42,43,44,45, 46,47.

The group is situated in the southwest part of Thorburn 

Township, Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario about eighteen miles
 

northwest of Tiamin*, Ontario.

A semi -permanent camp situated on Footprints Lake, Loveland 

Township served as base camp for the survey. The crews gained access 

to the ci* ire s via mo tor i mod toboggans. 

fHEV.OUS

The group has previously been covered by t*o combined air- 

born* magnetic end electromagnetic surveys.

Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys flew the ground along northerly 

bearing flight lines at 1/8 mile apacings for B.W. Lang in 1963
.

The area was reflown by Hunting Services Corporation for 

Mespi Mine* Limited in Kay, 1964. Plight lines were oriented in a 

northeasterly direction and were spaced at one quarter mile int
ervals.

m
A Crone dual frequency tr*n***iver unit was used for the survey

, 

The in-line method and a coil spacing of 300 feet were employed
. 

Readings were taken at 100 foot intervals.



The dip angles shown on the accompanying plan are resultant 

dip angles and are plotted at the mid-point between the coils.

Five short northerly bearing anomalous zones were indicated 

the axes of which are shown in red on the accompanying map. Little line 

to line correlation is evident. Ttie ratio of high to low frequency 

response is feir to poor. 

CCN CLUSIlfl S ANfl l^qqMMff j DATlcM S

It is recommended that the anomalous areas be further inves 

tigated. A magnetometer survey and a ^onka horizontal loop E.M, 

survey ie recommended. Further work would be based on the results of 

the magnetic and electromagnetic surveys.

Respectfully submitted 

MfiSPI KIKES LIMITED

Steers 
cploration Manager



The Cron* J.K.H. unit makes us* of the "shoot-bme
k" method which 

i* designed to eliminate the fictitious dip angle
s du* to coil 

mie*.ligm*nt in rugged terrain when nor* conventi
onal methods are 

employed.

The system required two units each of which is bo
th a trans 

mitter and a receiver. Th* units are set at a fixed distance apart 

along the same line and measurements are usually 
Bade at 100 foot 

intervals along the line.

The axis of one coil is oriented tWMrds the other so that the 

wtie is inclined at an angle of 15 degrees below 
the horizontal. 

A dip angle is Measured at the other coil about a
 horizontal axis 

whloh is perpendicular to the traverse line, The roles of transmitter 

and receiver are then interchanged. The transmitter is this time 

oriented 1^ degrees above the horizontal and a di
p angle measurement 

is then wade at the receiver. In the absence of a conductor the dip 

angle* should be roughly of the same magnitude bu
t opposite in sign, 

fh* Algebraic SUM of the two dip angles is then r
ecorded as the re 

sultant dip angle.

In ths presence of a conductor the anomalous fiel
d will have 

tm* tpposit* effect upon the dip angles yielding 
an algebrais result 

fr*s,Ur or less than **ro.

Interpretation of the results is based on the use
 of type curves.

la the absence of a conductor, resultant dip angl
es should b* 

approximately asro regardless of substantial elev
ation differences 

b*tw**n the two coils.



The units operate at two frequencies 1600 e.p.s. and 490 c.p.s. 

Normally only the higher frequency is read hoveyer if anomalous dip 

angles are recorded at 1800 c.p.s. the procedure is repeated using 

the lower frequency. The ratio of the resultant angles obtained at 

the two frequencies (iwet some idea of the conductivity of the 

ooriduotive body.
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LOCATION MAP SCALE: m-MLE

MESPI MINES LTD 
ELECTRO -MAGNETIC SUFVEY 
SOUTH-WEST THORBURN TWP.

INSTRUMENT: CRONE J.E.M 
COILS 300' APART 
MAP SCALE l"* 400'

LEGEND

Resultant Dip at 1800 
480
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